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85. Some Applications of the Functional.Representations
of Normal Operators in Hilbert Spaces. XI

By Sakuji INOUE
Faculty of Education, Kumamoto University

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M.J.A., June 12, 1964)

In this paper we are again concerned with the problem of apply-
ing Theorem 3 cf. Proc. Japan Acad., Vol. 38, No. 6, 267-268 (1962)
from a different point of view.

Theorem 28. Let M be a positive constant; let 22, (.), and (M)
be the same notations as those defined in the preceding paper; let
{}_-,,,,... be an arbitrarily prescribed infinite sequence of complex
numbers (counted according to the respective multiplicities) such that
supine] __<M; let {}__,,,... and {}=,,,... both be incomplete or-

thonormal systems which are mutually orthogonal and determine a
complete orthonormal system in @; let c be an arbitrarily given
complex number, not zero; let N be the bounded normal operator
defined by

N=2@L+cL (--fl);
=1 =1 j=l

let F be a rectifiable closed Jordan curve, positively oriented, such
that the disk ]2]max[M, [c].]](fl)]] lies in the interior of F it-

ch) C0)self; and let (flz)n__(flq), (n--0,1,2,...’,, --0 for i#j;c--I [orjj

j=l 2 3 ., q--fl), for convenience. Then, for the ordinary part
R()-- afl)n, ( < ), of any S() e(M),

f(26)
r T (i--1),

where _, p, and the linear functional-series T on the

right-hand side is a bounded normal operator with point spectrum
{R(2)}=1...... in 0. Moreover the eigenspace of T corresponding to
the eigenvalue R(2) coincides with that of N corresponding to the
eigenvalue 2.

Proof. Since, by hypotheses, (fl) is a bounded normal matrix-

operator with ]fl# ]fl,]0, (i-1, 2, 3,...), in Hilbert coordinate

space l, the point spectrum of N is surely given by {2}, as already
demonstrated before [cf. Proc. Japan Acad., Vol. 39, No. 10, 743-748
(1963). Moreover, by hypotheses, all the singularities of S(2) and
the (point and continuous) spectra of N are wholly contained in the
interior of F. By reference to Theorem 3, we have therefore
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1(27) 2fs()(--N)-d-Ro(N) (i-/-).
/.

Since, on the other hand, the operators ,(R)L and
=1 =1

are orthogonal to each other, the following relations hold for every

fe:
Nf-N((f 9)9+c(f,

v=l =I

=i =I

v=l j=l

where _-,g. If we now suppose that the relation

holds for some positive integer p, then, in the same manner as above,
we have

N*f--N[2(f, )+v(f,)
=1 =1

+1 +1],,, )+e" N(f, )
=1 =1

where g+--.. Consequently it is found by mathematical

induction that the relation

holds for any non-negative integer , on the assumption tha and
g0 denote and respectively. Since this result is valid for
every f ,
(8) N

In addition to it, we can show as below that the relation g=
s( holds for any non-negative integer by virtue of the
j=l

hypothesis concerning (s( In fact, it is easily verified by direct

eomutation that

=1

N(,+++..-)%
=1

=1

s( for some ositive integer p,and that if g=
=1
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j=l . +. . +. . +...)%

=1

Hence, by mathematical induction the relation

holds for any non-negative integer n. Since, by the definition con-
cerning the ordinary part of S(2), R(2) is expressible in the form
R(1)-a(2i on the domain {i: Ill< }, the applications of (28) and

0

the just established result to (27) yield the required relation (26).
The proof of the latter half of the theorem is trivial. If we

now denote by {K(2)} the complex spectral family of N, then

-(x- f
and

Hence

T*- f Ro(,OdK(,O.

TT*-- T* T-- i Ro()l dK();
I I<llarll

and ]ITi[-<- max ]Ro()], that is, I]Ti[ never exceeds the maximum

modulus of R,(2) on the eireumferenee ]2]--max sup [2[, [e] "tt(,)]]
because of the relation ][Nil-max sup ]2[, [e] shown before.

It also is a direct consequence of the above seetral expression of
T that the point speetrum of T is given by {Ro(2)}=..,... and that
the eigenspaee of T corresponding to the eigenvalue R,(2)coincides
with that of N corresponding to the eigenvalue 2.

With these results the proof of the theorem is complete.
Corollary . Let L(A, ) be the same notation as that defined

in Corollary 4; let M, {2}=......, 3(M),e, (,), and ,,,;a;v be also the
same notations as those used in Theorem 8; let {9(z)}=,,.... and
{@,(z)},=..,... both be incomplete orthonormal systems which are or-
thogonal to each other and determine a eomplete orthonormal system
in L(A, p); let N be the bounded normal operator defined by

where ()-,(), for every feL(, ); let F be a reetifi-
=1

able closed Jordan curve, ositively oriented, such that the disk ]2IN
max [su I, el () is wholly contained in the interior of I’; and

let f() be the solution of the integral equation 2f()--(Nf)()-
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g(x), (g(x) L(.d, tO, F). Then, for the ordinary part R(2) of any
S(,)e(M) and for almost every xe,

f2i
F

()C+ oa fg(y)(y)dz(y). i’)(x),

where the expansion of R(2) is given by a(:)2 on the domain
n0

{2: 2 < }, ?(x)-- fl j(), wc(x)-- ,(x), and ?(x)-(x). If,
moreover, R(]21) denotes [a(2) 2]n, the series on the right-hand

n0
side of (29) is a function in L(, Z) and its norm never exceeds

  (IINII) {ftg(x)  d(x)}
J

Proof. Since f(x)-[(2I--N)-g(x), the former half of the pres-
ent corollary is an obvious consequence of Theorem 28. Since, more-
over, the operator

1 ]S(2)(2I--_ N)-d2 R(N)2i
F

is a bounded normal operator on L(, g) in accordance with the
preceding theorem, the series on the right of (29)belongs, of course,
to L(2, p), and its norm is given by ]][R(N)g(x)]]. The final quantity
here satisfies the chain of inequalities

0

The corollary has thus been proved.
Remark. Let P(2) and Q(2) be the first and the second principal

parts of any S()e(M) as before. Then, as in Corollary 4, it is
also shown that

f f o

for almost every on A. Let a(N)and {K(2)} denote the continuous
spectrum and the complex speetral family of N in Corollary 5 re-
speetively. It can then be verified without difficulty that, for almost
every x on A,

and

R(2)dK(2) R(2)(x) (R)
{1

a c (x) Lo().E
--1

Suppose next that M< [c] (fl). Then the solutionfi(x) of the
given equation 2f(x)--(Nf)(x)-g(x), (g(x)eL(, )), possesses the fol-
lowing properties for almost every

1 o. If both (g, ) and (g, ) never vanish for every ,, -1, 2,
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3,..., there exists at least one (linear or planar) connected set of
points (that is, a subset of a(N)) in the annular domain {2:
cl "]1()11} such that besides every point belonging to the closure

of {2}, every point in is also a singularity of the function f(x)
of .

2. A necessary and sufficient condition that the function f(x)
of 2 be regular at an isolated point 2 in the closure of {} is that
g(x) be orthogonal to the eigenspace of N corresponding to the eigen-
value 2.

3. If (g, ,) vanishes for every =1, 2, 3,..., and if (g, ) never
vanishes for every ,=1, 2, 3,..., then the set of all singularities of
the function f(x) of 2 consists of the closure of {2} alone.

Lastly I add to the bounded normal operator N[I--K(,-(N)) in
the preceding paper [cf. Proc. Japan Acad., Vol. 40, No. 5, p. 317
(1964), as follows: its point spectrum is given by {2} or by {0}J{2}
and hence its continuous spectrum is given by l (N) or by +(N)--{0}.


